
B E N I M B LE

Prepare Your Imagination
 ❑  Be interested in lots of things. Be curious. Become a T-shaped thinker. 

 ❑  Problem find: Do things (make, draw, paint, write) for their own sake—as op-

posed to things that are merely a means to achieve a design solution.

 ❑  Consider everything you see, hear and learn as content. Listen. Observe. 

Connect.

 ❑  Collaborate with experts in other fields. Think cross-disciplinary.

 ❑  Attempt a visual art process you never tried. Learn how by doing. Jump in. 

Enjoy the liberation of doing something that you don’t have to have technique 

for or master.

 ❑ Go old school. Pick up a pencil and draw. Go pre-school. Play.

Thinking Critically 

 ❑ Fully understand and process the problem.

 ❑ Investigate: Who? What? Where? When? Why? How?

 ❑ What are you trying to make happen? What results do you want?

 ❑  What are possible alternatives and their respective advantages or 

disadvantages?

 ❑  What are the parameters? Would it be advantageous to reinvent the 

boundaries?

 ❑  Look at the problem from the audience’s point of view. Seek an insight.

 ❑ Can you support your conclusions?

 ❑ Consider the possible results and consequences of your solution.

 ❑ Ask yourself if you’d share or talk about your solution.
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Thinking Creatively
 ❑ How does the context affect the design experience or meaning?

 ❑ Would changing the context or reframing it change the outcome?

 ❑ Predict an opposite solution or scenario.

 ❑ Employ a deletion scenario: What if there were no…?

 ❑ Pose any or all of the following: 

• What if…?

• If only…

• Suppose you could…

• If you combine x and y, then you might get…

 ❑ Connect seeming unconnected objects, ideas or topics.

 ❑  Work backwards: Make stuff and then deconstruct the content for meaning.

 ❑  Think extra-large. Think big. Think medium. Think small. Think microscopic.

 ❑ Can the content you create entertain, inform, be useful or do good?
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AN ASSeSSmeNt GuIDe 

use.these.topics.and.questions.as.you.evaluate.your.work..i’ll.also.
refer.to.them.throughout.the.book..

CLAR Ity: Will.your.idea.communicate.clearly.and.quickly?

POSSIBLe: Can.your.idea.be.implemented?

CReAtIvIty: is.your.concept.inspiring.or.unique?

FORwARD thINkING: is.your.concept.a.game.changer?.Does.it.
disrupt.the.current.model?.

CRAFt: Does.the.execution.best.serve.the.concept?.is.it.well.crafted?

meDIA ChANNeL: Are.you.taking.advantage.of.what.the.media.
channel.can.do?.Can.you.do.anything.exciting.with.the.channel.
that.hasn’t.been.done.before?

SOCIAL PROPOSItION: Does.it.benefit.people.or.society?.(imbuing.a.
brand.or.product.design.with.a.social.proposition—with.an.inher-
ent.or.deliberated.benefit.to.society.is.logical.and.requires.creative.
thinking.to.generate.and.implement;.it.serves.all.involved.)




